K-means often converges to a local optimum. In improved versions of K-means, k-means++ is well-known for achieving a rather optimum solution with its cluster initialisation strategy and high computational efficiency. Incremental K-means is recognised for its converging to the empirically global optimum but having a high complexity due to its stepping of the number of clusters K. The paper introduces K-means** with a doubling strategy on K. Additional techniques, including only doubling big enough clusters, stepping K for the last few values and searching on other candidates for the last K, are used to help K-means** have a complexity of O(K logK), which is lower than the complexity of incremental K-means, and still converge to empirically global optimum. On a set of synthesis and real datasets, K-means** archive the minimum results in almost of test cases. K-means** is much faster than incremental K-means and comparable with the speed of k-means++.
Introduction
K-means (MacQueen, 1967) is one of most popular data mining algorithms due to its simplicity and low computational complexity. The algorithm is used to group similar data samples into partitions to minimise the sum of Euclidean distances between data samples and their nearest cluster. One of the drawbacks of K-means is its convergence to a local optimum because of its random initialising the cluster set. There are several researches on finding a good initialisation of the cluster set or modifying the converging process to support K-means overcome this drawback. However, finding the global optimum for K-means without introducing too much complexity is still a big challenge.
Incremental K-means (IKM) (Pham et al., 2004) is an improved version of K-means, which produces the empirically global optimum. IKM starts with one cluster, applies an iterative learning process to find a converged temporary result, adds a new cluster and then re-applies the iterative learning process. The process is repeated until the current number of clusters is equal to the expected number of clusters, K. Because of stepping the current number of clusters by 1, IKM has a higher complexity, O(K 2 * n), than that of the original K-means algorithm. Thus, IKM is quite slow when using big values of K.
To fasten up IKM, the current number of clusters can be doubled, instead of stepped up by 1, before applying the iterative learning process. The doubling of the current number of clusters can fasten up the algorithm but introduce a drawback by inserting a new cluster centre to an unsuitable position, especially, when the distribution of a dataset has several separate regions with unbalanced distribution. To limit this drawback, some strategies can be used during and at the end of the doubling process.
The paper proposed K-means**, an improved version of IKM, which employs a doubling-K strategy and three assisted techniques. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews related works. Section 3 describes K-means**. Section 4 shows the experiment results. Finally, Section 5 makes a conclusion.
Related works
The main content of K-means is shown in Figure 1 . K-means requires the number of clusters K and the max number of iterations I as input values. K-means starts with the random initialisation of K cluster centres. In step 2, K-means assigns each data instance to its nearest cluster. In step 3, each cluster centre is updated by its assigned data instances. In step 4, the termination condition is checked, if not satisfied, repeats steps 2 and 3. The termination condition is satisfied if the number of iterations is larger than I or the sum of squared distances is changed less than a pre-defined threshold.
K-means can be considered as consisting of two main phases as initialisation and learning. The learning phase is an optimisation process of a sum of squared distance S as in formula 1. In the formula, d(x, C i ) is the distance between instance x in training set T and the nearest cluster C i of x. The used distance is often the Euclidean distance. The learning process is proved to converge to an optimal position.
Figure 1
The K-means algorithm Input The training set, number of clusters K, maximum number of iterations I Content 1 Randomly initialise the set of K clusters.
2 Assign each data instance to the nearest cluster.
3 Update the centre of each cluster with its belonging data instances.
4 If the termination condition is satisfied, exit. If not, go to step 2.
The complexity of K-means is O(K * n * I) with K being the number of clusters, n being the number of instances and I being the maximum number of iterations.
One of the drawbacks of K-means is its dependency on the random initialisation and often converges to a local optimum. There are three main approaches to improve the performance of K-means as follows.
Approach 1: changing the initialisation phase by finding good starting points
The most popular method in this approach is k-means++ (Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2007) .
The study has been cited by more than 1,700 papers when searching on Google scholar 1 . The content of k-means++ is described in Figure 2 . k-means++ has two main phases: initialisation and learning. In the initialisation phase, k-means++ incrementally add one cluster to the cluster set with the first cluster, k-means++ randomly selects an instance x to initialise c 1 with remaining clusters, k-means++ initialise cluster c i having its centre at data instance x with probability p(x) as:
In the learning phase, k-means++ uses the same learning scheme as the original K-means algorithm.
In step 1b, k-means++ uses the probabilistic function p(x) as in formula 2 to select a data instance to initialise a new cluster centre with such a probabilistic function, k-means++ is sensitive with outliers, which have a big distance to the existing clusters (from the last iteration) in the cluster set. In addition, the applied probabilistic functions do not fully consider the number of data instances in each separate region.
To illustrate for the limits of the probabilistic function in k-means++, three synthetic datasets are created and used in the analysis. The distribution of three synthetic datasets is displayed in Figure 3 . Dataset synthetic1 [ Figure 3 (a)] has three separate regions, each of which is constructed by a Gaussian generator and has 100 instances. Dataset synthetic2 [Figure 3(b) ] has similar distribution as synthetic1 but is added by three outliers, which are marked by 'x'. Dataset synthetic3 [Figure 3(c) ] also has three regions, each of which is constructed by a Gaussian generator. Each of the left two regions has 100 instances. The right region has 500 instances. The analysis is carried out with k-means++ on these three datasets in the WEKA environment (Hall et al, 2009) .
Testing 1,000 times on dataset synthetic1 with K = 3 and different random seeds, k-means++ produces 23 good results with optimum position, 684 poor results with two clusters in the right regions and 293 very poor cases with only two clusters in the final results. The average and deviation on the sum of squared distances are high (see detailed values in Section 4), so that k-means++ has some difficulty with datasets with separate regions.
Figure 2
The k-means++ algorithm
Input
The training set, number of clusters K, maximum number of iterations I Content 1 Initialise the set of K clusters {c 1 , c 2 , …, c k }:
1a Randomly select instance x to initialise c 1 .
1b Add new cluster c i with the centre at instance x with probability p(x) as in Formula 2.
1c Repeat step 1b until getting K clusters 2 Assign each data instance to the nearest cluster.
4
If the termination condition is satisfied, exit. If not, go to step 2.
Source: Arthur and Vassilvitskii (2007) Testing 1,000 times on dataset synthetic2 with K = 3 and different random seeds, k-means++ produces 819 good results at the optimum position and 181 poor results, in which, a cluster is located at an outlier. Thus, k-means++ is quite sensitive to outliers. Testing 1,000 times on dataset synthetic3 with K = 3 and different random seeds, k-means++ produces 786 cases, in which each cluster is located at each regions, and 214 cases, in which two clusters are located at the right region and one cluster covers two left regions. However, evaluated on the sum of squared distances that is the optimised function, those 214 cases are the optimum clustering result.
Three synthetic datasets in Figure 3 represent for a class of problems, in which the distribution of datasets have separate regions and outliers. The observations from the analysis can be generalised with datasets in this class.
The complexity of k-means++ is O(K * n + K * n * I), in which the first part is the complexity of the initialisation phase and the second part is the complexity of the learning phase. In step 1b of the initialisation phase, k-means++ has to scan over the training dataset to re-compute the value of p(x) for each instance on the current cluster set before select the centre of a new cluster.
The research on theoretical calculating the complexity of k-means++ on particular cases of data distribution has attracted several studies (Jaiswal and Garg, 2012; Brunsch and Röglin, 2013; Nielsen and Nock, 2013; Bhattacharya et al, 2014; Agarwal et al., 2015) . Celebi et al. (2013) provide a deep study on the performances of initialisation methods for the K-means algorithm. The study carries out experiments of eight initialisation methods on 32 real datasets. However, the observations about the efficiencies of tested methods should be re-considered due to the data distribution of selected datasets. K-means is well-known about random dependence but on 32 tested datasets, the clustering results of K-means on 22 datasets (more than 68%) have the deviation less than 5% of the minimum sum of squared distance. The low deviation means that the test datasets have 'smooth' distribution, which helps K-means escape from local optimum in the converging process. When visualising the distribution of these 32 datasets, almost of their attributes have one or two Gaussian distributions. Experiments on datasets with such simple distribution cannot show the efficiency of tested algorithms. 
Approach 2: changing the learning phase
Fritzke (1997) suggests a new jumping operation to support the algorithm's convergence and assist it in escaping from local minima. Chinrungrueng and Sequin (1995) propose a new updating method with a restriction hypothesis about the problem's underlying object distribution. The stochastic relaxation scheme is applied to the K-means method to improve its performance (Kövesi et al., 2001) . If K c > 1, add a new cluster with the centre close to the centre of the cluster with the biggest sum of squared distances.
4 If the termination condition is satisfied, exit. If not, go to Phase 1 -step 2.
If the termination condition is satisfied, exit. If not, go to Phase 1 -step 2.
Phase 2 Increasing the number of clusters
Increase K c by 1 and go to Phase 1 -step 1.
Approach 3: modifying both initialisation and learning phases
Due to the difficulty in finding a good initilisation for the whole set of clusters in the beginning step, algorithms in this approach progressively integrate the discovery of data distribution and the cluster initialisation in order to find an appropriate positions for newly added clusters. IKM (Pham et al., 2004) starts with one cluster, applies the learning phase, adds one new cluster and then re-applies the learning phase. The process is repeated until the current number of clusters is equal to the inputted number of clusters. The main content of IKM is described in Figure 4 . The newly added cluster is heuristically positioned at the cluster with the biggest sum of squared distances.
Comparing to algorithms in approach 1, IKM adds a new cluster after applying the learning phase, which helps IKM to discover the data distribution by moving the current cluster set to a more optimal position, so that, the criterion function in each cluster-adding step has more accurate information. Although the criterion function in the whole process is not guaranteed by the optimisation of the criterion function in each intermediate step, the clustering adding in IKM is more rational than that step of algorithms in approach 1.
In comparing to the heuristics used in adding a new cluster, the heuristic of k-means++ only considers the distance between the potential position and the cluster centres but the heuristic of IKM considers the sum of squared distances between instances and clusters, which is more aligned with the optimised function of the algorithm.
The re-applying the learning phase after adding a new cluster in IKM introduces more complexity to the algorithm. The complexity of IKM is O(K 2 * n * I), which is significantly slower than K-means when using big values of K.
Pelleg and Moore (2001) proposed X-means, an extension of K-means, by starting the algorithm with a small number of clusters and then doubling it by inserting new cluster centres in suitable positions. X-means is used to optimise Bayesian information criterion (BIC), which is different with the optimisation criterion of K-means. The training set, number of clusters K, the number of stepping N s , the number of trials N t , the maximum number of iterations I, the relax maximum number of iterations I in .
Content
Assign the current number of cluster K c = 1.
Phase 1 Normal training 1 If K c = 1, randomly initialise cluster c 1 .
If 1 < K c < K -N s , add a new cluster to each cluster with the sum of squared distances that is the half of the biggest sum of squared distances.
If K -N s ≤ K c ≤ K -1, add a new cluster with the centre close to the centre of the cluster with the biggest sum of squared distances. Store the clustering result when K c = K -1.
If K c = K, if the number of trials is smaller than N t , add a new cluster to the cluster with the next biggest sum of squared distances in the stored clustering result when K c = K -1. If getting best result with K c = K, store the best result.
3 Update the centre of each cluster with its belonging data instances. 4 If Kc < K, use I in in the termination condition, else use I.
Phase 2 Increasing the number of clusters If K c = K and end of trials, return the best result with K c = K and finish.
If K c = K and not end of trials, go to Phase 1 -step 1.
If K c < K, increase K c by 1 and go to Phase 1 -step 1.
The K-means** algorithm
As previously mentioned, IKM is slow with big values of K. The slowness of IKM is due to the using of the learning phase after adding a new cluster. The execution of the learning phase after adding a new cluster moves the cluster set to an intermediate optimum position before adding another cluster. After adding a new cluster, the learning phase is re-applied and the whole cluster set is moved again. Therefore, the internal learning phase that is applied after adding a new cluster only provides a temporary result that is not required to be totally perfect. Therefore, the internal learning phase can be applied with a relax termination condition to fasten up the learning process. This strategy was mentioned in Pham et al. (2004) but the values in the relax termination condition was not empirically studied.
With big values of K, the stepping of K causes several temporary results and slows down the learning process. To fasten this step, K can be doubled instead of stepped up by 1. When doubling K, a new cluster is added to each existing cluster in the cluster set. This approach can reduce the complexity of IKM from O(K 2 ) to O(K logK).
In the greedy approach of doubling K, a new cluster is added to each existing cluster in the cluster set so that a new cluster can be added to a wrong position. To overcome this drawback, three following strategies are applied: a Only adding a new cluster to a big enough cluster: a new cluster is only added to a cluster with the sum of squared distances is a half of the biggest sum of squared distances.
b
Stepping K for the last few values: Instead of doubling the number of clusters to the expected number of clusters, K c is doubled to value of (K -N s ), with Ns being a pre-defined parameter. N s is recommended as 3. After getting to (K -N s ), K c is only stepped up by 1 to (K -1). The purpose of this stepping strategy to balance the sum of squared distances in all clusters in the cluster set.
c Searching on other candidates for the last value of K: when K c = K -1, instead only added a new cluster to the cluster with the biggest sum of squared distances, the algorithm tries N t times, in which it sequentially adds a new cluster to N t clusters with the biggest sum of squared distances. The best result is returned as the final result. This heuristic is mentioned in Pham et al. (2004) . N t is also recommended as 3 in this paper.
The K-means** algorithm with the doubling-K strategy is described in Figure 5 with the current number of cluters K c in the range of 1 to K -N s , K-means** doubles K c (the first 'if' condition) to speed up the learning process. With K c in the range of K -N s to K -1, K-means** steps up K c by 1 (the second 'if' condition) to balance the sum of squared distances in all clusters. With the final value of K c , K-means** tries N t times to sequentially add a cluster to the clusters with the largest sums of squared distances to find the best clustering result.
With small values of I in , N s and N t , the average complexity of K-means** when using the internal number of iterations I in is O(K * logK * n * I in + K * n * I). The first part is the complexity of K-means** when K c in the range of (1, K -1) and the second part is the complexity of IKM when Kc = K.
Strategy (a) -only adding a new cluster to a big enough cluster can slow down the learning process of K-means** to the level of IKM in the cases when the data distribution is very skew. Such skew data is very rare in practice. Strategies (b) and (c) only introduces additional (N s + N t ) iterations. In practice, N s and N t , is only set by small values to create a good clustering result.
Comparing the complexities of K-means** and k-means++, the second part in the complexity of k-means** is equal with the second part in the complexity of k-means++. With small values of I in , the first part in the k-means**'s complexity becomes O(K * logK * n), which is only slightly higher the first part in the k-means++'s complexity, O(K * n).
Experiments on K-means versions
The experiments are carried out with k-means++, IKM and K-means** on three synthetic and six real datasets. Three synthetic datasets have their distributions as in Figure 4 and their characteristics as in Table 1 . Eight real datasets are obtained from the UCI machine learning repository (Frank and Asuncion, 2011) and the world TSP website (Cook, 2011) . The real datasets are selected after considering the distribution and evaluated results in Celebi et al. (2013) . In that studied, 32 real datasets are used but most of results have very small deviations. To illustrate the dependence of K-means on the random initialisation, six real datasets with relatively high deviations (over 5% of the average value) are selected in this experiment. The last two datasets, ISOLET and Musk, are selected to evaluate the performance of tested algorithms on datasets with high number of dimensions.
The k-means++ algorithm is available in the WEKA environment (Hall et al., 2009 ) under the name 'simple K-means' with the k-means++ initialisation. The K-means** algorithm is implemented in WEKA and its codes can be found at GitHub repository 2 . This implementation of K-means** only executes the batch-update mode in its learning process. Table 1 The characteristics of three synthesised datasets The characteristics of the selected real datasets are described in Table 2 . The 'class' attribute in each dataset is discarded in the experiment. The numbers of clusters used in the experiment for each dataset are shown in Table 3 . These numbers of clusters are selected after considering the number of instances of tested datasets.
In experiments, the k-means++ algorithm is used with default parameters in WEKA. In each execution, k-means++ is applied with a different seed as an inputted parameter. IKM is used with I as 500, I in as 10 and p as 0.001. K-means** is used with I as 500, I in as 3, N s = 3, N t = 3, and p as 0.001. Each algorithm is tested 100 times on each selected number of clusters and produces the minimum, average sum of squared distances and the standard deviations. Table 4 shows the comparison of sum of squared distances from three tested algorithms on real datasets. On dataset synthetic1, k-means++ is struggle in clustering a dataset with a distribution having separate regions with K = 3, k-means++ produces clustering results with a very high standard deviation. With higher values of K, K-means still gives clustering results with random quality. On another side, IKM and K-means** work well on this dataset with their clustering results mostly are the optimum solution. Table 3 The numbers of clusters used in the experiment On dataset synthetic2 with three outliers, the results of k-means++ is struggle in processing both separate regions and outliers. With all values of K, the clustering results of K-means have high standard deviations, which are mostly higher than 20% of the minimum sum of squared distances. In contrast with k-means++, the clustering results of IKM and K-means** are mostly close to the minimum sum of squared distances. On dataset synthetic3 with unbalanced numbers of instances on separate regions, k-means++ produces very poor clustering results on small values of K. With larger values of K, k-means++ produces better clustering results but their standard deviations are still higher than 9% of the minimum value with all values of K, IKM and K-means** produce clustering results mostly close to the minimum sum of squared distances.
Dataset Numbers of clusters
From Table 4 , the experiments on synthetic datasets show that k-means++ is struggle in processing separate regions, outliers and unbalanced distributions. With such datasets, IKM and K-means** consistently produce optimum clustering results on variant numbers of clusters. Table 5 shows the comparison of sum of squared distances from three tested algorithms on real datasets because real datasets have complex distributions, k-means++ produces highly variant clustering results with high standard deviations on all test cases. IKM and K-means** do not depend on any random factor so that their standard deviations are zero.
From Table 5 , IKM produces the global optimum (in 1% of the minimum results) on 29 of 40 test cases (= 72.50%) so that IKM consistently achieves experimentally global results as stated in Pham et al. (2004) . On 31 of 40 test cases (= 77.50%), the clustering results of IKM in the range of 3% of the minimum results.
K-means** produces the global optimum (in 1% of the minimum results) on 24 of 40 test cases (= 60.00%). On 31 of 40 test cases (= 77.50%), the clustering results of K-means** in the range of 3% of the minimum results. Therefore, K-means** consistently produces clustering results close to the optimum solution. The performance of K-means** are similar on datasets with small or large number of dimensions. Table 4 The sum of squared distances on synthetic datasets Figure 6 shows the comparison the execution of three algorithms on eight real datasets. IKM is the slowest algorithm in three tested methods but its execution time is still linear with K. K-means++ is faster than K-means** on five datasets but surprisingly slower than K-means** in the largest dataset, world TSP. Comparing to IKM, K-means** produces slightly lower clustering results (see Table 5 ), which is still close to the optimum solution, but has a significantly smaller execution time (see Figure 6 ). Therefore the K-doubling strategy fastens up the speed of K-means** and the three heuristics helps the algorithm maintains the high quality in clustering. Table 6 shows the improvements of using the first two heuristics. Heuristic 3searching on other candidates for the last value of K is already examined in Pham et al., 2004 , and will not be studied in this experiment. Heuristic 1 -only doubling big enough clusters is used to improve the speed of K-means**. From Table 6 , the sums of squared distance of K-means** when using heuristic 1 are not much different with the results without using heuristic 1, but heuristic 1 helps K-means** speed up in 30 on 40 testing cases. Heuristic 2 -stepping K for the last few values is used to K-means** overcome datasets with un-balanced distribution. Comparing sum of squared distances between two versions using and not using heuristics 2, heuristic 2 helps K-means slightly improved its performance on only 9 of 40 testing cases. The small number of improved cases is due to the balanced distribution of testing datasets.
Conclusions
The paper introduced the K-means** algorithm, that increases to the current number of clusters from one to the expected number of clusters K instead of stepping the current number of clusters, K-means** doubles this values from 1 to K to fasten up the learning process. To overcome the problems K-means** may face when employing the K-doubling technique, the algorithm employs three strategies of 'only adding a new cluster to a big enough cluster', 'stepping K for the last few values' and 'searching on other candidates for the last value of K', to achieve the best results.
The experiments on synthetic datasets show that k-means++ is struggle in processing separate regions, outliers and un-balanced distributions. With such datasets, K-means** consistently produce optimum clustering results as IKM.
Tested on six real datasets, K-means** consistently achieve the experimentally optimum clustering result. Comparing with the popular k-means++ algorithm, K-means** produces better results in all test cases with a comparable execution time. Comparing with the IKM algorithm, K-means** consistently produces optimum clustering results with a clearly shorter execution time.
